West African Alliance

PHASE II
PROJECT PRESENTATION
From Phase I to Phase II

**NOV. 2017**
Start of the Alliance Phase I:
Supported by contribution from BMU

**JUL. 2020**
Completion Alliance Phase I project.

**AUG. 2020**
Start Alliance Phase II
Funded by the International Climate Initiative (IKI)
AUG. 2020 – JAN. 2024
Impressions
Phase 1
Impact Phase 1

5 Thematic Workshops conducted

16 Member countries

Strategic Partnerships
ECOWAS; UNFCCC; World Bank; IKI; Canada; Transparency Partnership; NDC Partnership; AfDB; ECREE

Article 6
Increased WA presence in UNFCCC negotiations and topics

Climate Positive
Alliance travel emissions are compensated based on the Shadow Price of Carbon

East Africa
Alliance spinoff started in 2019

Nigeria and Togo
Article 6 readiness platforms engaged
Phase II
Objectives

Access to finance
Facilitation and match-making between projects and climate finance providers
Guidebooks, policy briefs.

Continuity
Coordination and cooperation
Workshops; participation in intl. fora; carbon neutral operations; serving as a regional knowledge hub

Greater emphasis
Country support
Article 6 tailored readiness support for six member countries
Ad-hoc support

New areas